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Abstract—Matching duplicate visual contents among images
serves as the basis of many vision tasks. Researchers have pro-
posed different local descriptors for image matching, e.g., floating
point descriptors like SIFT, SURF, and binary descriptors like
ORB and BRIEF. These descriptors either suffer from relatively
expensive computation or limited robustness due to the compact
binary representation. This paper studies how to improve the
matching efficiency and accuracy of floating points descriptors
and the matching accuracy of binary descriptors. To achieve this
goal, we embed the spatial clues among local descriptors to a novel
local feature, i.e., multi-order visual phrase which contains two
complementary clues: 1) the center visual clues extracted at each
image keypoint and 2) the neighbor visual and spatial clues of
multiple nearby keypoints. Different from existing visual phrase
features, two multi-order visual phrases are flexibly matched by
first matching their center visual clues, then estimating a match
confidence by checking the spatial and visual consistency of their
neighbor keypoints. Therefore, multi-order visual phrase does not
scarify the repeatability of classic visual word and is more robust
to the quantization error than existing visual phrase features. We
extract multi-order visual phrases from both SIFT and ORB and
test them in image matching and retrieval tasks on UKbench,
Oxford5K, and 1 million distractor images collected from Flickr.
Comparisons with recent retrieval approaches clearly demon-
strate the competitive accuracy and significantly better efficiency
of our approaches.

Index Terms—Image local descriptor, image matching,
large-scale image retrieval, visual vocabulary.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ATCHING duplicate visual contents among images is
an important research issue in computer vision research

filed, and it serves as a basis in various applications such as
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image alignment [18], [3], [15], [29], 3-D object reconstruc-
tion [2], duplicate detection [13], [33], large-scale partial-dupli-
cate visual search [10], [8], [42], [40], [43], [41], [6], and many
other image search works [34]–[36], [16], [44]. Discriminative
image local descriptors are extracted from local image patches
surrounding stable keypoints [18] or regions [20], hence they
are robust to image occlusions and could be repeatedly detected
from duplicate contents on images. These desirable prosperities
make local descriptors well suited to match the duplicate visual
contents or same objects among images.
Currently, there are two kinds of image local descriptors, i.e.,

the floating point descriptors and binary descriptors. As one of
the most popular floating point descriptors [18], [20], [12], the
128-dimensional SIFT [18] is computed by concatenating the
8-D histograms of gradient computed on 4 4 image subre-
gions. VGA sized image commonly contains more than 1000
SIFT descriptors. Extracting and matching SIFT on VGA sized
images may cost more than 1 s on modern CPUs. Binary de-
scriptors like ORB [26] and BRIEF [4] are commonly gener-
ated by comparing the intensities of pixels sampled at different
locations. Hence they are far more efficient to compute than the
SIFT, but are less discriminative and robust to image transfor-
mations. In Section II, we give more detailed summarization to
existing local descriptors. In this paper, we study how to im-
prove the efficiency of floating points descriptors and the accu-
racy of binary descriptors by embedding the spatial clues among
local descriptors.
To improve the matching efficiency of SIFT and utilize it

in large-scale image search, a commonly used strategy is to
quantize SIFT [22] as their nearest visual words in a pre-trained
visual vocabulary [22]. Images hence could be represented as
bag-of-visual words (BoWs) models, and the identical visual
words among images would be considered as matched SIFT
descriptors. It is easy to infer that the compact BoWs model al-
lows for fast SIFT matching [30]. Meanwhile, with information
retrieval approaches like inverted file indexes, BoWs model is
well-suited to large-scale image search task [22]. However, in
lots of works [8], [9], [23], [40], [45] traditional BoWs model
shows limited discriminative power. As discussed in these
works [8], [9], [23], [40], [45], the poor performance of BoWs
model is mainly due to two reasons: 1) representing a high
dimensional SIFT descriptor with a single visual word results
in large quantization error, and 2) single visual word could not
model and preserve the spatial clues among image keypoints,
which have been proven important in image matching [30],
[40], [45].
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Fig. 1. An example of matched multi-order visual phrases between two
images. Red: One-order match. Green: Two-order match. Blue Three-order
match. White: Four-order match. Higher order means more similar spatial and
visual clues of neighbor keypoints, hence corresponds to larger confidence of
correctness.

To improve the matching performance of BoWs model, there
are mainly two lines of research: 1) decrease the quantization
error by softly quantizing each SIFT descriptor into multiple vi-
sual words [24], [39] or embedding the quantization loss [8] in
image index file, and 2) capture more spatial clues in image re-
trieval by verifying the matched visual words [30], [47], [7], [6]
or embedding spatial configurations directly into visual word
combinations and visual phrases [40], [45], [38] which pro-
duce stronger discriminative power and fewer false matches.
These approaches have shown substantial improvements over
the baseline BoWs model. However, these approaches either
can not jointly take these two issues into consideration, i.e.,
capture more spatial clues without magnifying the quantization
error, or significantly degrade the efficiency or memory cost by
introducing extra computation or storage. We briefly summa-
rize these approaches and emphasize our difference with them
in Section II. A more comprehensive review could be found in
[31].
To solve these issues mentioned above, we extract the

multi-order visual phrase from each image keypoint by 1)
quantizing the SIFT descriptor at the image keypoint into
center visual word, and 2) quantizing and recording the spatial
and visual clues of multiple neighbor keypoints. To achieve
flexible matching and avoid aggregating quantization error, we
match two multi-order visual phrases by 1) firstly matching
their center visual words, 2) then checking the number their
neighbor keypoints showing similar visual and spatial clues,
i.e., the number of matched neighbor keypoints. If two of
their neighbor keypoints are matched, we call this match as a
two-order match. Similarly there are three-order and four-order
matches. A typical example of matched multi-order visual
phrases is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the lines with different
colors denote different match orders. It is easy to infer that,
higher order match corresponds to more consistent spatial
configurations, thus reasonably reflects higher confidence of
correctness. Note that, the worst case of multi-order visual
phrase matching is the zero-order match. This case only
matches the center visual words, thus equals to matching the
baseline BoWs models. Therefore, multi-order visual phrase
does not scarify the repeatability of BoWs model, but could
significantly improve the discriminative power by embedding
and estimating multi-order matches.

Multi-order visual phrase could be indexed with inverted
indexes for large-scale image search. We use center visual
words to build inverted indexes, and record the spatial and
visual clues of neighbor keypoints in inverted indexes for
online verification. During online retrieval, multi-order visual
phrases in query and database images are matched in a cascade
way by 1) comparing the center visual words, 2) matching
the visual clues of neighbor keypoints, and 3) matching the
spatial clues of neighbor keypoints. High order matches would
contribute more to the image similarity. Note that, each step
simply compares the quantized features and could discard a
large portion of false matches. Therefore, multi-order visual
phrase performs efficiently in large-scale image search.
Existing approaches improve the BoWsmodel either by com-

pensating the quantization error or capturing extra spatial clues
among visual words. Few of them consider and study these two
issues jointly. For instance, existing visual phrases capture extra
spatial clues but significantly magnify the quantization error by
considering each visual phrase as a whole cell and only visual
phrases containing the identical visual words could be matched
[42], [45]. Therefore, they are commonly used as auxiliary fea-
tures to visual word. Differently, multi-order visual phrase is a
novel alternative to visual word and can be flexibly matched.
It shows obvious advantages over existing visual phrases in the
aspects of flexibility, efficiency, and repeatability. Our exten-
sive experiments and comparisons with state-of-the-arts clearly
verify these advantages.
Another advantage of multi-order visual phrase is that it can

be extracted based onORB for accurate and fast imagematching
and large-scale image search. The substantial advantages of effi-
ciency and compactness make binary descriptors like ORB [26]
and BRIEF [4] well-suited to computation sensitive scenarios
like mobile based panorama generation, mobile image search,
etc. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is limited re-
search effort studying how to improve their matching accuracy
and utilize these binary descriptors in large-scale image search.
Our experiments show that the ORB based multi-order visual
phrase shows competitive retrieval accuracy and significantly
faster speed than traditional BoWs model based image search
methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces the related work on local descriptor, imagematching,
and retrieval. Section III presents the extraction of multi-order
visual phrase (MVP). Section IV discusses the indexing and re-
trieval algorithms. Section V analyzes experimental results, fol-
lowed by the conclusions in Section VI. In the followings, we
also call multi-order visual phrase as MVP for short.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarize the related works on image
local descriptor and the state-of-the-arts utilizing local descrip-
tors in image matching and retrieval.

A. Image Local Descriptor

SIFT is extracted from image keypoints detected with differ-
ence-of-Gaussian (DoG) detector, which detects the scale, ori-
entation, and location of each keypoint. With the scale and ori-
entation clues, the image patches surrounding keypoints could
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be normalized into fixed orientation and size, hence scale and
orientation invariant local descriptors could be extracted after-
ward. Based on SIFT, some other similar floating point descrip-
tors like SURF [1], PCA-SIFT [12], gradient location and ori-
entation histogram (GLOH) [21] are proposed. According to the
reported results in [21], SIFT and one of its extensions, i.e., the
GLOH generally outperform the other descriptors.
Other than the above mentioned floating point descriptors,

many efforts have been made to design efficient and compact
descriptors alternative to SIFT or SURF in recent years. Some
researchers propose low-bitrate descriptors such as BRIEF [4],
BRISK [14], CHoG [5], Edge-SIFT [43], and ORB [26] which
are fast both to build and match.
Each bit of BRIEF [4] is computed by considering signs of

simple intensity difference tests between pairs of points sampled
from the image patches. Despite the clear advantage in speed,
BRIEF suffers in terms of reliability and robustness as it has
limited tolerance to image distortions and transformations. The
BRISK descriptor [14] first efficiently detects interest points in
the scale-space pyramid based on a detector inspired by FAST
[25] and AGAST [19]. Then given a set of detected keypoints,
BRISK descriptor is composed as a binary string by concate-
nating the results of simple brightness comparison tests. The
adopted detector of BRISK gets location, scale, and orienta-
tion clues for each interest point. Hence BRISK achieves orien-
tation-invariance and scale-invariance. ORB descriptor is built
based on BRIEF but is extracted with a novel corner point de-
tector, i.e., o-FAST [26], and is more robust to the rotation and
image noises. The authors demonstrate that ORB is significantly
faster than SIFT, while performs as well in many situations [26].
Compared with SIFT, despite of the advantage in speed, these
compact descriptors show limitations in the aspects of descrip-
tive power, robustness, or generality.

B. Local Feature Based Image Matching and Retrieval

Local descriptors like SIFT [18], SURF [1], ORB [26], etc.,
are originally proposed for image matching. As discussed by
Lowe in [18], SIFT descriptors can be matched with two cri-
teria, i.e., 1) the cosine similarity of matched SIFT should be
larger than a threshold, e.g., 0.83; 2) similarity ratio between
the closest match and the second-closest match should be larger
than a threshold, e.g., 1.3. However, this two criteria ignores the
spatial clues among keypoints, which has been proven important
for visual matching. Some works improve the accuracy of local
feature matching by verifying the spatial consistency among
matched local features, i.e., the correctly matched local descrip-
tors should satisfy consistent spatial relationship. As discussed
in [11], the matching accuracy of SIFT, SURF, and PCA-SIFT
is substantially improved with RANSAC [7], which estimates
an affine transformation between two images and rejects the
matched local descriptors violating this transformation.
Matching raw local descriptors is expensive to com-

pute because each image may contains over one thousand of
high-dimensional descriptors. Meanwhile, exploiting geometric
relationships with full geometric verification like RANSAC [7]
improves retrieval precision, but is computationally expensive.
Therefore, raw SIFT and RANSAC are not ideal for large-scale

applications. An efficient solution is to quantize local descrip-
tors into visual words and generate BoWs model. It has been
illustrated that single visual word can not preserve the spatial
information in images, which has been proven important for
visual matching and recognition [30], [42], [40], [47], [46],
[45], [41], [6]. To combine BoWs with spatial information, lots
of works are conducted to combine multiple visual words with
spatial information [30], [42], [40], [47], [46], [45], [41], [6].
This may be achieved, for example, by using feature pursuit
algorithms such as AdaBoosting [32], as demonstrated by
Liu et al. [17]. Visual word correlogram and correlation [27],
which are leveraged from the color correlogram, are utilized to
model the spatial relationships among visual words for object
recognition. In [38], visual words are bundled and the corre-
sponding image indexing and visual word matching algorithms
are proposed for large-scale near-duplicate image retrieval. In
[47], the spatial configurations of visual words are recorded in
index, which are hence utilized for spatial verification during
online retrieval. In a recent work [6], Chu et al. utilize a spatial
graph model to estimate the spatial consistency among matched
visual words during online retrieval. Hence, the visual words
violating the spatial consistency could be effectively identified
and discarded. Visual phrases preserve extra spatial information
by involving multiple visual words, thus generally present more
advantages in large-scale image retrieval [8], [42], [45]. For
example, descriptive visual phrase (DVP) is generated in [42]
by grouping and selecting two nearby visual words. Similarly,
visual phrases proposed in [45] are extracted by discovering
multiple spatially stable visual words. Generally, considering
visual words in groups rather than single visual word captures
stronger discriminative power.
Not withstanding the success of existing visual phrase fea-

tures, they are still limited in flexility and repeatability. Cur-
rently, each visual phrase is commonly treated as a whole cell
and two of them arematched only if they contain identical single
visual words [42], [45]. Firstly, this means only visual phrases
containing the same number of visual words could be consid-
ered formatching. Secondly, because of quantization error, visu-
ally similar descriptors might be quantized into different visual
words. Such quantization error would be aggregated in visual
word combinations, and makes visual phrase matching more
difficult to occur.
Different from existing visual phrase features, the proposed

multi-order visual phrase captures rich spatial clues and allows
more flexible matching without scarifying the repeatability of
BoWs model. Thus, it is superior in the aspects of flexibility,
quantization error, and efficiency. Our approach also differs
with existing spatial verification methods in that, it does not
compute graph models [6] or needs multiple iterations with
matrix operation as in [47], and is finished in a cascade manor.
Hence, it is potential to achieve better efficiency. Besides that,
our approach does not keep or discard a candidate match, but
reasonably estimates a confidence of correctness for it. This is
helpful to improve the recall rate and decrease the quantization
error. In the following section, we introduce how we extract
multi-order visual phrase from SIFT descriptors and binary
ORB descriptors.
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III. MULTI-ORDER VISUAL PHRASE

The proposed MVP could be extracted from both SIFT and
ORB descriptor. We use SMVP to denote the MVP extracted
from SIFT and OMVP to denote the MVP extracted from ORB.
In the following part, we first introduce how we extract SMVP
and them show the extraction steps of OMVP.

A. Multi-Order Visual Phrase From SIFT

Before SMVP extraction, we first detect image keypoints
with DoG detector, and extract a SIFT descriptor from each
of them [18]. From each keypoint, we capture four aspects of
clues [18], i.e., the 128 dimensional SIFT descriptor: ,
the location of the keypoint: , the scale of the keypoint: ,
and the orientation of the keypoint: . We hence denote a DoG
keypoint in image as

(1)

where is the collection of DoG keypoints in image .
We extract a SMVP from each keypoint with two steps: 1)

quantize the SIFT descriptor at the keypoint into visual word
with a pre-trained visual vocabulary, i.e., center visual word ex-
traction, 2) neighbor keypoint extraction and neighbor visual
and spatial clues extraction. Each SMVP thus contains three as-
pects of clues, i.e., the center visual word, the visual and spatial
clues of neighbor keypoints. We define a SMVP extracted at
keypoint , i.e., as

(2)

where is one of the neighbor keypoints of , is the total
number of neighbor keypoints considered in SMVP computa-
tion, , and are the center visual word, visual and spa-
tial clues of neighbor keypoint , respectively. We proceed to
introduce the extraction of these clues in the following parts.
1) Center Visual Word Extraction: We quantize the SIFT de-

scriptor extracted at each keypoint into center visual word with
a pre-trained visual vocabulary tree. A visual vocabulary tree
is obtained by hierarchical K-means clustering of local descrip-
tors (extracted from a separate dataset), with a branch factor
and depth . This tree typically is deep and contains mil-

lions of leaf nodes, e.g., and , corresponding to
million leaf nodes, in order to achieve fast quantization

and high distinctiveness [22].
For a descriptor extracted at keypoint , we quantize it

along to the leaf nodes, i.e., the th level, as

(3)

where denotes the maximum level of the vocabulary tree, and
is the visual word quantized from in the th level of the

vocabulary tree.
We take the as the center visual word for keypoint in

(2). It is easy to infer that the generation of center visual word
is identical with the generation of traditional visual word in
[22]. Meanwhile, matching center visual words is identical to
matching the traditional visual words in [22]. In the following
section, we introduce how we capture neighbor keypoints and
extract multi-order spatial clues from them.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the neighbor spatial and visual clues extraction.

2) Neighbor Feature Extraction: To improve the discrimi-
native power of SMVP, we further extract the spatial and visual
clues from the neighbor keypoints of each center visual word.
Because correct matches show similar neighbor spatial and vi-
sual configurations [30], [47], [38], [7], we could compare the
neighbor spatial and visual clues of two center visual words to
check if they are correctly matched.
As shown in Fig. 2, for a keypoint , we consider its neighbor

region to extract neighbor keypoints. To achieve scale invari-
ance, we compute the radius of the region based on the scale of
, i.e.,

(4)

where parameter controls the size of the region. Larger in-
volves more keypoints and captures richer spatial information.
However, too large means large search space and degrades
the efficiency. We set as 12, which produces a good tradeoff
in our experiments.
Within the neighbor region of , we select at most key-

points with closest scales to for spatial and visual clues ex-
traction. DoG keypoints with similar scales commonly locate
on the nearby scale spaces and show similar responses [18].
Therefore, the co-occurrence relationships between them could
be more stable. For each selected keypoint , we extract its vi-
sual feature and two aspects of spatial features, i.e.,

(5)

where and are the orientation and distance re-
lationships between keypoints and .
To compute the visual feature of neighbor keypoint , we

also quantize its SIFT descriptor into visual words with vi-
sual vocabulary . Different from the center visual word, is
generated with a smaller codebook to decrease the quantization
error. Specifically, we quantize with

(6)

According to (6), we quantize along to the th level
of the vocabulary tree, which contains visual words. The
th level produces fewer division hyper planes in feature space
than the th level. Therefore, fewer feature points would be
close to the division planes in (6), i.e., th level produces smaller
quantization error than the th level in the vocabulary tree. As
illustrated in Fig. 3, (3) naturally computes (6) because it has
to go through the th level. Thus, we do not need to quantize
each descriptor for two times. Compared with traditional BoWs
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the quantization of center local descriptors and neighbor
local descriptors with vocabulary tree.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the matched SMVPs with different match orders, the red
lines denote the matched center visual words, the blue lines denote the matched
neighbor local descriptors showing similar visual and spatial clues.

model, no extra computational overhead is introduced in feature
quantization.
For computation, we quantize the orientation differ-

ence between and into intervals, i.e.,

(7)

where is the difference of orientation between and
(Fig. 2) within [0, ). reflects the distance between
and . It is computed as

(8)

where is the distance between and (Fig. 2).
Different from the existing visual phrases, each of which

is treated as a whole cell, two SMVPs are matched by firstly
matching their center visual words, and then verifying their
neighbor spatial and visual clues. For two SMVPs with iden-
tical center visual words, if c of their neighbor keypoints show
similar spatial and visual features, we call this match as a
-order match. Matched SMVPs with different match orders
are illustrated in Fig. 4, obviously, higher order match needs to
satisfy more strict spatial constraint, making it more difficult to
occur. Therefore, it is not necessary to set in (2) as too large
values, which also consume more memory and storage space in
image retrieval. We hence set as 4, which at most produces
four-order matches.
After SMVP extraction, we build inverted indexes according

to the center visual word, and record the neighbor spatial
and visual clues in the index file for online verification (will
be discussed in Section IV). To generate compact index, the
recorded neighbor visual and spatial clues should be as compact

as possible. We set parameter in (7) and (8) as 16. Therefore,
and could be preserved by 4 bits, respectively.

As for the vocabulary tree , we set , which
produces about 1 million leaf nodes. For , we set in (6) as
2, corresponding to 256 visual words. Therefore, the could
be preserved by 8 bits, which represents visual word
IDs. For each neighbor keypoint, we only need
bits to preserve its spatial and visual clues.

B. Multi-Order Visual Phrase From ORB

The extraction of OMVP is similar to the extraction of SMVP.
Differently, we do not quantize ORB descriptor with vocabulary
tree because binary ORB allows fast matching using Hamming
distance. From each ORB feature detected by o-FAST detector,
we also extract four aspects of information: the 256 bit ORB
descriptor: , the location of the keypoint: , the scale of
the keypoint: , and the orientation of the keypoint: [26]. We
hence denote the ORB feature extracted at an o-FAST keypoint
in image as

(9)

where is the collection of o-FAST keypoints in image .
Then from each keypoint, we extract OMVP with two steps:

1) extract the ORB descriptor at the keypoint as center ORB
descriptor, 2) neighbor keypoint extraction and neighbor visual
and spatial clues extraction. Each OMVP also contains three as-
pects of clues, i.e., the center ORB descriptor, the visual and spa-
tial clues of neighbor keypoints. We define a OMVP extracted
at keypoint , i.e., as

(10)

where is one of the neighbor keypoints of is the total
number of neighbor keypoints considered in OMVP computa-
tion, , and are the center ORB descriptor, ORB de-
scriptors and spatial clues of neighbor keypoints, respectively.
According to (10), we directly preserve the ORB descriptors of
center keypoint and neighbor keypoints in OMVP. This is be-
cause ORB allows fast matching with Hamming Distance.
In (10), we only need to compute the spatial clues, i.e., .

The definition of in OMVP is identical to the one in SMVP in
(5). Hence it is also computed with (7) and (8), respectively, i.e.,
quantize and preserve the orientation and distance relationships
between center keypoint and neighbor keypoints as and

, respectively. We set parameter in (7) and (8) as 16.
Therefore, could be preserved by 8 bits. In the following sec-
tion, we show howwe use SMVP andOMVP in imagematching
and image retrieval.

IV. APPLICATIONS: IMAGE MATCHING AND RETRIEVAL

A. Image Matching

In this part, we show how we match the extracted SMVPs
and OMVPs. We first show the matching process of SMVPs,
then proceed to introduce the matching of OMVPs.
From each DoG keypoint, we extract one SMVP. Suppose
and are two collections of DoG keypoints extracted from

images and , respectively. Then, we match the SMVPs be-
tween and .
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For two SMVPs and , we first
check if their center visual words are identical, i.e., .
We call SMVPs with identical center visual words as candidate
matches. Suppose two SMVPs and compose a candi-
date match. To check if this candidate match is correct, we see if
the neighbor keypoints of and are similar enough. We
hence use the neighbor spatial and visual clues defined in (2)
to conduct this checking. We first verify their neighbor visual
words, then check the orientation and distance relationships.
Denote and as two neighbor keypoints in and ,
respectively. The verifications are computed in a cascade way
with three steps

(11)

(12)

(13)

where the two parameters , and control the strictness of the
spatial verification. Note that in (12), normalizes the
orientation relationship difference within [0, ].
The maximum number of neighbor keypoint is 4. Therefore,

to verify two SMVPs, we at most conduct times
of verification. However, this rarely occurs because the center
visual vocabulary checking could filter a large portion of false
matches. Besides that, the spatial and visual verifications are
also very fast due to the cascade structure. Hence, our verifica-
tion strategy is similar to the spatial verification in VideoGoogle
[30], but is far more efficient.
The matching process of OMVP is almost identical to the one

of SMVP because they share similar definitions and representa-
tions. The difference is that, we use hamming distance to match
the center ORB descriptors and neighbor ORB descriptors, re-
spectively. Suppose and are two
OMVPs from image and , respectively. They could com-
pose a candidate match if, i.e.,

(14)

where controls the threshold of center visual descriptor
matching. We set it as 40 for 256 bit ORB descriptor
Suppose and compose a candidate match, we also

verify the spatial and visual clues of their neighbor keypoints.
We use (12) and (13) to check their spatial relationship. Sup-
pose and are two neighbor interest points in and ,
respectively, we use Hamming distance to check the their visual
consistency, i.e.,

(15)

where controls the threshold of neighbor visual descriptor
matching, we set it as 50 for 256 bit ORB descriptor.
It is easy to observe that the matching process of SMVP and

OMVP are almost identical. The difference is mainly about the
verification of visual clues. Since we set the maximum number
of neighbor keypoints in multi-order visual phrase, i.e., as 4,
between two SMVPs or two OMVPs, at most 4 of their neigh-
bors could pass the cascade spatial and visual verifications. Be-
cause high order matches are difficult to occur, we avoid setting
strict , and to assure the recall rate of high order matches.

Fig. 5. Examples of matched SMVPs with different match orders. Red:
One-order matches. Green: Two-order matches. Blue: Three-order matches.
White: Four-order matches.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the index structure based on SMVP.

We experimentally set them as 2, and 3, respectively, which pro-
duce reliable matching with different match orders. An example
of matched SMVPs with different match orders is illustrated
in Fig. 5. It is clear that high order matches are more reliable
and more sparse than the low order matches. We will test the
matching performance of SMVP and OMVP in Section V.

B. Image Indexing and Retrieval

After extracting a collection of SMVPs from
a database image , we index in inverted indexes illustrated
in Fig. 6. Specifically, for a SMVP ,
we record the image ID of and its neighbor spatial and visual
clues, i.e., , in the inverted index corresponding to
its center visual word . This is slightly different from the tra-
ditional approach, which records the image ID and the term fre-
quency (TF) of visual word in inverted index [22]. More details
about inverted file indexing and term frequency-inverse docu-
ment frequency (TF-IDF) weighting in image similarity com-
putation could be found in [22].
Based on the inverted indexes in Fig. 6, we propose our re-

trieval strategy. We also use IDF to weight the image similarity
computation as in [22]. Instead of using TF, we use match order
computed by spatial and visual verification to measure the im-
portance of matched SMVPs to image similarity, i.e., high order
matches between query and a database image are more im-
portant for image similarity computation. Accordingly, image
similarity is computed as

(16)

where and are two DoG keypoints in and , whose
center visual words are identical, and returns
the match order of and computed by spatial and
visual verification. controls the importance of high order
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the index structure based on OMVP.

matches in image similarity computation. It will be discussed
in experiments.
We use a similar index structure to index OMVP. As illus-

trated in Fig. 7, we use the center ORB descriptor to build in-
verted indexes. The 256 bit ORB descriptor represents in-
tegers, which is too large to be indexable. Therefore, we use the
first 24 bits in ORB for indexing, which represents inverted
indexes. We use the first 24 bits because the binary bins in ORB
are selected with a greed search strategy, and the first selected
bins show larger discriminative ability and smaller correlation
[26]. Similar to SMVP, we also record the neighbor visual and
spatial clues in OMVP in inverted indexes. To make the index
file as compact as possible, we only record the first 8 bits of
neighbor ORB descriptors as visual clues. Hence, the recorded
spatial and visual clues for each OMVP is bits,
which is identical to the one of SMVP. Therefore, we further
simplify and compress the OMVP for indexing and retrieval,
making it different from the OMVP used for image matching.
Based on the above mentioned indexing structure of OMVP,

the similarity between a database image and query image
can be computed with, i.e.,

(17)

where denotes the first 24 bits of center ORB descriptor,
and are two o-FAST keypoints in and , whose ORB

features are matched, i.e., their hamming distance is less than
. returns the match order of and
computed by spatial and visual verification in (12), (13), and
(15). In retrieval, we only record the first 8 bits of neighbor
ORB descriptors as the visual clues. We hence set the visual
verification parameter in (15) as 2. controls the strictness of
center ORB feature matching, and it largely affects the precision
and recall rate of OMVP based image search. It will be discussed
in experiments.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

We evaluate the proposed method in a image matching task
and three image retrieval tasks, i.e., object search, landmark
search, and large-scale image search. In UKbench, there com-
monly exists obvious transformations among the four images of
the same object, like viewpoint changes, illumination changes,
etc. Therefore, UKbench is suitable to test the robustness of de-
scriptors in image matching. We thus use UKbench as the test

set for image matching and object search. For landmark search,
we use the Oxford5K dataset which contains 5063 annotated
landmark images. As for the large-scale similar image search,
we mix the two datasets with 1 million images collected from
Flickr and conduct the retrieval with the original queries in the
two datasets. We adopt the metrics in the original papers of the
two datasets to evaluate the retrieval performance: the recall
rate for the top-4 candidates (referred as the N-S score) for the
UKbench, and the mAP (mean average precision) for the Ox-
ford5K. All experiments are conducted on a PC with a 4-core
3.4 GHz processor and 16 GB memory.

B. Image Match

To test the image matching performance of SMVP and
OMVP, we first collect all the correctly matched DoG and
o-FAST keypoints as a groundtruth set. To collect this ground
truth set, we first match raw SIFT descriptors and raw ORB
descriptors with relatively loose constraints. Then, we use
RANSAC [7] to filter the false matches. Specifically, among
the four images of each object in UKbench, we first match
their SIFT and ORB descriptors between the first image to
the other three images with cosine similarity threshold 0.83
and Hamming distance threshold 40, respectively. Then, we
conduct RANSAC to the initial matching results. All the
matches passing the RANSAC are recorded as groundtruth.
In the subsequent experiments, we also match the first image
with the other three images with different algorithms, and then
compute the precision and recall rates based on the collected
groundtruth set. Note that, with the matching criteria suggested
by Lowe [18], raw SIFT descriptor could produce more reliable
matching than the quantized BoWs model. However, SIFT
needs more than 1000 ms to match two images, which is too
slow for real world applications.
Our spatial and visual verification identifies matched SMVPs

and OMVPs with different match orders. In Fig. 8, we present
the precision and recall rate of matched SMVPs and OMVPs
of 0–4 order matches. Obviously in the figure, high order
matches are constantly more accurate than the low order ones.
Meanwhile, the zero-order matches, i.e., candidate matches fail
in spatial and visual verification, present both poor precision
and recall rates. This result reasonably implies that most of the
correct candidate matches could pass the cascade verification,
while the false matches are effectively identified and rejected.
Besides that, in Fig. 8, the high order (e.g., four-order)

matches show lower recall rate than the low order (e.g.,
one-order) matches. This also validates that it is not necessary
to set in (2) and (10) as larger values because higher order
matches are more difficult to occur. From Fig. 8, we can also
observe that OMVP performs better than SMVP in image
matching. This is mainly because we preserve raw ORB de-
scriptors in OMVP for image matching but preserve quantized
SIFT descriptors in SMVP.
To intuitively show the matching performance of multi-order

visual phrase, we compare SMVPs and OMVPs with 1–4 order
matches against raw SIFT, BoWs model, and raw ORB, respec-
tively. The comparisons of precision, recall and efficiency are
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Fig. 8. (a) Matching performance of SMVP with different match orders.
(b) Matching performance of OMVP with different match orders.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF MATCHING PRECISION, RECALL, AND EFFICIENCY

illustrated in Table I. Note that the compared time includes fea-
ture extraction time.
As illustrated in Table I, raw SIFT and raw ORB are utilized

for ground truth set generation, hence their recall rate are 100%.
By matching the identical visual words between two images,
the precision of BoWs model achieves 0.761. Considering extra
multi-order spatial clues, SMVP and OMVP outperform their
baseline BoWs model and raw ORB by large margins, respec-
tively. This clearly validates the importance of spatial clues in
image matching. It is necessary to point that SMVP and OMVP
are also fast to match. SMVP is one time faster than raw SIFT,
and achieves similar efficiency with BoWs model. OMVP is a
about 1 order faster than raw SIFT. Compared with raw ORB,
the matching time overhead of OMVP is almost unnoticeable.
This comparison clearly demonstrates the validity of our pro-
posed multi-order visual phrase in image matching.
From this experiment, we observe that OMVP achieves

the best trade-off between accuracy and efficiency in image
matching. We also tested it by matching partial-duplicate im-
ages. Some example of matched partial-duplicate images based
on OMVP are illustrated in Fig. 9.

C. Image Search

In this experiment, we implement the BoWs model based
retrieval method as a baseline and compare SMVP and OMVP
with state-of-the-art retrieval approaches. Note that our index
structure in Fig. 7 and our retrieval strategy in (17) also allow
using 24-bit ORB without spatial clues for image retrieval.
Therefore, we also use 24-bit ORB as a baseline.
Both SMVP and OMVP based retrieval is related to one pa-

rameters in (16) and (17), i.e., which controls the importance
of high order matches. It is easy to infer that larger puts larger
weight to higher order matches. OMVP based retrieval is also
related to another parameter, i.e., in (17). In the followings,
we first make comparison with baselines and test the influence
of different parameter settings.

Fig. 9. Examples of the matched partial-duplicate images based on OMVP.

The influence of and the comparison between SMVP
and baseline BoWs model are illustrated in Fig. 10. It can be
observed that a proper significantly improves the retrieval
performance on both the two datasets. High order matches
satisfy more strict spatial constraints, hence would be more
accurate than the low order matches. Therefore, it is reasonable
to emphasize high order matches in image similarity compu-
tation. However, overemphasizing the high-order matches by
setting a too large also degrades the performance. This might
be because high order matches are more difficult to occur than
the lower order ones due to the more strict matching constraint.
Therefore, they are sparse and cannot perform well alone. We
observe that setting as 0.4 achieves the best performance
on both the two datasets for SMVP. We hence set as 0.4
for SMVP in the large-scale image retrieval experiment in
Section V-D. Examples of matched SMVPs between query and
database images are illustrated in Fig. 11.
To show the validity of SMVP, we further compare and

show the individual retrieval performance of different orders
of matches in Fig. 12. It is easy to observe that, the zero-order
match performs worse than the one-order match and two-order
match. This validates that lots of false matches are recognized
by SMVP as zero-order matches. It is also can be observed
that the one-order match outperforms the baseline BoWs
model, even when it is used in retrieval as the single feature.
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Fig. 10. Influence of and comparison between SMVP and baseline BoWs
model.

Fig. 11. Examples of matched SMVPs between query and database images.

Fig. 12. Retrieval performance of SMVP with different match orders.

In addition, the four-order match shows the worst performance
if it is used alone in retrieval. This is reasonable, because
high order matches produce high precision but low recall rate.
This experiment clearly show that flexibly estimating different
match orders is important for visual phrase feature. Fig. 12
also validates why setting too larger degrades the retrieval
performance.
The influence of and to OMVP and the comparison be-

tween OMVP and 24-bit ORB are illustrated in Fig. 13. Sim-
ilar to the observation of SMVP, larger significantly improves
the retrieval performance but setting a too large degrades
the performance. It also can be observed that also influences
the retrieval performance. According to (17), larger would
visit more inverted indexes, hence would improve the recall
rate. However, too large may introduce many noisy candidate
matches that are hard to be filtered by spatial and visual ver-
ification. We observe that setting as three achieves the best
performance for both OMVP and ORB. Meanwhile, setting
as 0.4 and 0.5 for OMVP achieve the best performance on UK-
bench and Oxford5K, respectively. We also use these parameter
settings for OMVP in the large-scale image retrieval experiment
in Section V-D.

Fig. 13. Influence of and and comparison between OMVP and baseline
24-bit ORB.

TABLE II
RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ARTS

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF LARGE-SCALE IMAGE SEARCH ON UKBENCH

PLUS 1 MILLION FLICKR IMAGES

The comparison between SMVP and OMVP with recent re-
trieval methods (without re-ranking) are shown in Table II. The
comparison demonstrates that our approach shows competitive
performance. Note that, the extraction of SMVPs and OMVP
does not introduce noticeable computation. The online retrieval
also could be finished efficiently by verifying the neighbor key-
points in a cascade way, i.e., each step rejects a large portion
of false matches. Therefore, SMVP shows similar efficiency
with the BoWs model, and thus would be more efficient than
some of the state-of-the-arts, which either need to fuse the re-
trieval results of multiple features [37], or need complicated spa-
tial clue computation [40] and online spatial verification [45].
Detailed comparison of retrieval efficiency will be made in the
large-scale retrieval experiment.

D. Large-Scale Image Retrieval

In large-scale image retrieval experiment, we use 1 million
Flickr images as distractors and conduct the retrieval with the
original queries in UKbench and Oxford5K. We make compar-
ison with the BoWs model, 24-bit ORB, Hamming embedding
(HE) [9], and descriptive visual phrase (DVP) [42] in the aspects
of retrieval accuracy, efficiency, and memory consumption. Ex-
perimental results are summarized in Tables III and IV.
In Tables III and IV, SMVP shows significantly better perfor-

mance than BoWs model on both the two datasets. SMVP also
outperforms the HE [9] and DVP [42]. This is consistent with
our observations in Section V-C. We also observe that although
SMVP considers multiple neighbor keypoints and needs online
verification in image similarity computation, it shows similar re-
trieval efficiency with the BoWs model and is faster than Ham-
ming Embedding and DVP. This proves the high efficiency of
SMVP extraction and verification.
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TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF LARGE-SCALE IMAGE SEARCH ON

OXFORD5K PLUS 1 MILLION FLICKR IMAGES

It is also obvious that the OMVP outperforms BoWs model
by a large margin, even it only uses the first 24 bits in raw ORB
descriptor. Moreover, the retrieval speed of OMVP is about four
times faster than BoWs model and five times faster than Ham-
ming Embedding and DVP. This clearly demonstrates the ad-
vantages of binary descriptors in the aspect of efficiency. Gen-
erally, we can conclude that OMVP achieves competitive re-
trieval performance, with significantly faster speed than existing
retrieval approaches.
In our setting, for each SMVP and OMVP, we record 64 bits

of neighbor spatial and visual clues. This is larger than the 32
bit TF (Term Frequency) for each visual word stored in classic
inverted file indexes [22]. Therefore, SMVP and OMVP con-
sume more memory in retrieval than the baseline BoWs model.
However, SMVP and OMVP still outperform several recent
approaches like Hamming embedding [8], descriptive visual
phrase [42], bundled feature [38], etc., in the aspect of memory
consumption. Moreover, for applications in memory cost sensi-
tive scenarios, we can flexibly set in (2) and (10) as 2 or 1,
which captures more spatial clues but corresponds to the same
or even better memory performance than the baseline BoWs
model.
Generally, from this large-scale experiment, we could con-

clude that our proposed multi-order visual phrase shows sig-
nificantly better accuracy than baseline BoWs model and out-
performs several recent approaches in the aspects of accuracy,
memory consumption, and efficiency. Moreover, the memory
consumption of multi-order visual phrase could be flexibly con-
trolled and adjusted for different applications.

E. Discussions and Future Work

In this section, we test the performance of SMVP and OMVP
in image matching and image search tasks. Experimental results
show that SMVP and OMVP perform accurately and efficiently
in these tasks and outperform several recent approaches. These
experiments clearly validate the idea of multi-order visual
phrase, i.e., combining more neighbor keypoints, flexibly,
and efficiently matching neighbor keypoints to estimate the
matching confidence, and utilizing matching confidence to
weight the image similarity.
Besides summarizing the advantages of our approach, it is

necessary to analyze its potential issues and possible solutions
in future work. It is necessary to note that OMVP outperforms
SMVP in image matching but SMVP performs better than
OMVP in image retrieval tasks. This is mainly because we use
256-bit ORB to construct OMVP for image matching. But to
make OMVP indexable in inverted indexes, in image retrieval
we use the first 24 bits in 256-bit ORB to construct OMVP.

Hence, it is reasonable to observe the performance drop of
OMVP in image retrieval. This observation also raises an inter-
esting research issues valuable for further study: learning ultra
compact, e.g., 24-bit, binary descriptor with high discriminative
power. The 24-bit descriptor corresponds to unique IDs,
hence could be directly utilized as visual word in large-scale
image search without visual codebook training and feature
quantization. Possible solutions include 1) using supervised
hashing or dimensionality reduction strategies to compress the
256-bit ORB into 24 bits without largely degrading its discrim-
inative power, or 2) designing a more discriminative raw binary
descriptor and then selecting the most informative 24 bits from
it. This problem will be further studied in our future work.
Each multi-order visual phrase contains one center visual

word and multiple neighbor keypoints. Besides the spatial
clues in (7) and (8), many other spatial clues like the relative
position, standard deviation of scale, orientation, etc., in the
local neighborhood, could also be calculated. Hence, another
valuable topic is to test the validity of different spatial clues
and only preserve the most discriminative and complementary
ones for multi-order visual phrase generation. This study is
also potential to further decrease the size of multi-order visual
phrase.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose multi-order visual phrase for image
matching and large-scale image search. Multi-order visual
phrase contains three aspects of information, i.e., the visual
clue of center keypoint, the visual and spatial clues of neighbor
keypoints. Multi-order visual phrase effectively captures rich
spatial clues and conquers the issues in existing visual phrase
features, i.e., low flexibility and low repeatability. Moreover,
multi-order visual phrase could be extracted from both floating
point local descriptors like SIFT, i.e., SMVP, and binary de-
scriptors like ORB, i.e., OMVP. Extensive experiments validate
that SMVP and OMVP perform accurately and efficiently in
image matching task.
In image retrieval tasks, SMVPs are indexed with inverted

indexes which also record the neighbor spatial and visual clues
for online verification. During online retrieval, we match two
SMVPs flexibly by 1) firstly matching their center visual words,
and 2) then verifying the neighbor spatial and visual clues to es-
timate the matching correctness. Hence, SMVP differs from ex-
isting visual phrases in that it allows more flexible matching and
is more robust to quantization error. Comparisons with BoWs
model and recent retrieval approaches manifest the competitive
accuracy and high efficiency of SMVP.
To the best of our knowledge, there is limited research ef-

forts studying how to utilize binary descriptors like ORB in
large-scale image search. OMVP utilizes ORB in large-scale
image search without the need to generate visual codebook. Our
experiments show that although OMVP only preserves the first
24 bits in ORB descriptor for image retrieval, it still achieves
competitive precision and significantly faster speed than ex-
isting BoWs model based retrieval methods. Thus, OMVP is
more suitable for mobile applications that are sensitive to com-
putational cost.
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